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Our Wines  

 
 
 
 Clouds MCC 2020          595 
Subtle notes of lemon followed by green apples and pears on the nose. The wine has a fresh 
mouthfeel and ends in a clean lemon-like acidity. This wine is made from 100% Chardonnay grapes 
from our estate. It spent 12 months on the lees, adding to the finesse.   
 
 Clouds PINK Sauvignon Blanc 2021        350  
The 2021 vintage has unripe strawberry and subtle floral notes on the nose while the palate is 
layered with citrus and a persistent dry lingering finish.   
 
 Clouds Sauvignon Blanc 2022        350 
A classic sauvignon, showing grassy notes and green pepper and even some white pepper on the 
nose.  The wine has a natural acidity, reminisce of cut limes on the pallet, a bright wine with 
intense aromas.  
 
 Clouds Blanc de Noir 2022         450 
This wine with its lovely salmon colour is perfect for summer.  Green apple and strawberries on 
the nose are followed by hints of peach pit.  The palate is fresh and fruity with layers of citrus and 
a long lingering finish.   
 

Clouds Chenin Blanc 2022         495 
In this vintage the nose leads with passion fruit, citrus and a struck match mineral note typical of 
white wines fermented in concrete eggs. The palate is fresh but textured and balanced by some 
lovely mineral notes from the granite soils its grown on.   
 

Clouds Unwooded Chardonnay 2022      495 
This tank fermented chardonnay has a nose of green apples and citrus blossoms, leading to a 
clean palate with a beautiful balance between fruit and natural acidity.   The fruit for this wine was 
whole bunch pressed, fermented naturally and aged stainless steel.   
 

Clouds RESERVE Chardonnay 2021        595 
The nose on this wine is delicate and layered with layers of green citrus and some flint dominating. 
The palate is energetic with precise acidity and a persistent steely finish.  
 

Clouds RESERVE Chardonnay 2022       595 
A delicate layered wine with lemon zest on the nose, followed by green citrus and a flinty 
mouthfeel.  A wonderfully balanced wine with a persistent finish.   The fruit for this wine was 
whole bunch pressed, fermented naturally and aged in a combination of large format French oak 
foudre.   
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 Clouds Pinot Noir 2020        595 
This vintage of our Clouds estate grown Pinot Noir shows a lot of bright red fruit on the nose with 
light medium bodied structure to match on the palate. This expression of juicy red fruit in its 
youth will gain in complexity and develop typical earthy notes over the next few years.  

 
Clouds Pinot Noir 2021        595 

Our Clouds estate grown Pinot Noir shows a nose of wild strawberry, some savoury notes of 
cured meats and white pepper spice from the portion of the grapes where the ferment was done 
with whole bunches. The palate is fresh with crunchy tannins, juicy red fruit and a persistent finish.    
 

Clouds Shiraz 2020         595 
Dark and brooding with black olive and purple fruit on the nose.  The palate has real weight and 
intensity. This wine will develop beautifully in the next 5 to 10 years. Semi-carbonic maceration 
adds to the spice profile of shiraz grown in the Swartland region.    

 
Clouds Shiraz 2021         595 

Grapes grown on the schist soils of the Swartland shows dark purple berry fruit and crushed black 
pepper on the nose from the whole bunch fermentation. The palate is fresh and fruit forward with 
well-integrated tannins and a long savoury finish.  
  
 Clouds Bordeaux Blend 2019        595 

Deep, dark ruby red in colour with violets, cedar and red spices on the nose. Powerful and 
structured with firm tannins and intense dark fruits on the palate and a long, dry persistent finish.   
An estate “field blend” of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Petit Verdot grown on Clouds and 
uniquely harvested, fermented and matured together as one wine from the start. This wine spent 
12 months in small French oak before it was bottled un-fined and with minimum filtration.   
 
              Clouds Bordeaux Blend 2020                                                                                               595  
Intensely perfumed with more black than red berries in this vintage. Violets, olives and earth also 
apparent on the nose while the palate is fresh & structured with firm tannins, intense dark fruits 
and a long persistent finish. An estate field blend and uniquely harvested, fermented and matured 
together. After 12 months in small French oak, it was bottled un-fined with minimum filtration.   
 
MAGNUMS   
 

Clouds MCC 2020 MAGNUM        1295 
Subtle notes of lemon followed by green apples and pears on the nose. The wine has a fresh 
mouthfeel and ends in a clean lemon-like acidity. This wine is made from 100% Chardonnay grapes 
from our estate. It spent 12 months on the lees, adding to the finesse.   

 
Clouds Chardonnay 2017 | 2021 | 2022  MAGNUM      1295 

A wine with a delicate, fresh entry and shows crushed seashells, citrus blossoms and freshly cut 
limes on the nose.  The palate is tropical with a persistent mineral finish.  Fermented and matured 
in a combination of concrete egg, amphora and small French oak barrels.   
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 Clouds Bourdeaux Blend 2016 MAGNUM       1295  
Dark and brooding, with black current and fynbos dominating the nose.  The palate is rich & dense 
with ripe, round tannins, and just enough acidity to balance the fruit.  This is a blend of three 
varietals grown on Clouds Estate and spent 20 months on oak.   
 

Clouds Bordeaux Blend 2020 MAGNUM       1295 
Intensely perfumed with more black than red berries in this vintage. Violets, olive and earth also 
apparent on the nose while the palate is fresh but structured with firm tannins, intense dark fruits 
and a long dry persistent finish.  An estate field blend as in previous years grown on Clouds and 
uniquely harvested, fermented and matured together as one wine once more. After 12 months in 
small French oak, it was bottled un-fined and with minimum filtration.   

 
Clouds Pinot Noir 2017 | 2022  MAGNUM       1295 

This Pinot noir is fruit-forward and concentrated. The nose is deep and brooding and shows a 
medley of perfumed purple and black fruit with typical sour cherry, black current and also some 
earthy undertones. It's a complex wine with just the right balance of fruit, oak and acidity.  

 
CLOUDS’ older vintages :   
Clouds MCC – 2015, 2018         595       

Clouds PINK Sauvignon Blanc – 2015        350  

Clouds Sauvignon Blanc –2016, 2017, 2018       350  

Clouds Chenin Blanc – 2018, 2021         495 

Clouds Pinot Noir – 2017, 2019         595 

 

 
WHITE WINES 

 
 
RIESLING 
 

Thelema Riesling 2018 – Stellenbosch         295 
Made in the German style, fragrant, spicy, slightly sweet with considerable complexity.  
 
 
CHENIN   
 

Kleine Zalze ‘bush vine’ Chenin Blanc 2019 – Stellenbosch    395 
Strong litchi, citrusy and guava aromas on the nose with ripe pineapple and peach flavours  
that follows through on the palate. This is a fresh and fruity style of Chenin Blanc.  
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 Raats Original Chenin 2023            495  
The wine has a distinctive yellow apple, kiwi fruit and pineapple core, alongside notes of green 
melon and limes. This unwooded wine is bursting with fresh fruit flavours and has a zesty citrus 
flavour linger on the palate, with a long mineral finish. 
 
CHARDONNAY  
 

Ataraxia Chardonnay 2013 – Hemel & Aarde Valley        795 
A chiselled, focussed wine that manages to be both subtle and intense. The palate is graceful  
and poised. A forceful mineral acidity is beautifully balanced by a subtle intensity of fruit.  
 

 Hamilton Russell Chardonnay 2021 – Hemel & Aarde Valley    895 
A tight dry wine, with complex mineral character and length, balancing a rich palate.  
This wine is classically terroir driven with pear and lime aromas.   
 
 
VIOGNIER  
 

Wildehurst Viognier 2016 – Swartland       350 
Fermented in an old French oak barrel and matured on the lees for five months after.   
Beautiful aromas of orange blossom and pear with hints of stone fruit on the pallet.  
 
 Creation Viognier 2016 – Walker Bay       395  
Abundantly fruity yet refined on the nose with fragrant white peach aromas mingling with  
a rich, creamy character.  These follow onto the palate with minerality and well-integrated acidity.  
  
 
CINSAULT  
 
 Cinsault Blanc 2017 – Wellington        495  
This wine made from the last remaining 0,2 hectares of old vines in the Cape was fermented partly 
on skins and aged for 10 months in locally produced clay amphorae.  Only 1000 bottles produced.  
 
 
WHITE BLENDS  
 
 Luddite Saboteur 2017 White – Botrivier       395 
A serious and well structured, yet refreshing wine. Dry conditions in 2017 resulted in smaller  
crops with greater concentration in flavour.   
 
 Rall White 2015, 2017 – Coastal        495  
The fruit for this wine was meticulously sourced.  Minimal cellar intervention allowed each 
component to develop naturally in older oak before blending, thus creating a handcrafted wine.   
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THE REDS 
 
 
MERLOT   
 
 Meerlust Merlot 2017 – Stellenbosch         795 
Deep purple in colour and a ruby rim.  Expressive nose with plum and mulberry. A dense  
palate, bursting with ripe fruit and supported by a long aftertaste.  
 
PINOTAGE    
 
 CT De Waal Pinotage 2018 – Stellenbosch                795 
A beautiful dark wine, flavours of prune and blackcurrant.  Full-bodied and rich with a  
smooth lingering finish.  A wine dedicated to the producer of the first Pinotage in 1941.   
 
CABERNET FRANC  
 

Rainbow’s End Cabernet Franc 2020 – Stellenbosch         595   
Intense fruit and a juicy palate, layers of dark chocolate and a hint of coffee.  Soft, fine tannins. 
 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON  
 
 Stark Conde Cabernet 2020 – Stellenbosch      695 
Blackberry fruit with cedar notes.  The palate is rich and polished with dark fruit and  
mocha flavours. Long finish with fine tannins, a very dry year resulted in a rich soft wine.  
 
RED BLENDS  
 
 Rall Red 2012, 2013, 2014 – Swartland  SOLD OUT     495  
With fruit sourced from specific vineyards, for the best soil and slope, the wine is fermented 
naturally and aged in small French oak before blending.  A wine that truly expresses its terroir.   
 
 
 
 

SPARKLING WINES 
 

MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE  
 

Graham Beck Brut Rose NV – Robertson       595 
Whiffs of raspberries, cherries and minerality, delivering lively fine mousse with subtle  
red berry flavours. A flirtatious and fun wine, yet elegant and structured.   
 

Thelema Brut – Stellenbosch        595 
 This bubbly is made in a fresh clean style, creamy citrus flavours, biscuits and good acidity.  
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SPIRITS  
 
Pimms            35 
Bacardi            40 
Campari            50 
 
Smirnoff Vodka           35 
Absolut Vodka           50 
 
Gordon’s Gin            35 
Bombay Sapphire Gin          50 
Tanqueray Gin           50 
Cape Saint Blaize Gin – Classic, Floristic, Oceanic       55 
Inverroche Gin           60 
Musgrave Pink Gin           60 
Hendriks Gin            60 
    
Bells             50 
Jack Daniels            50 
Johnnie Walker Red           50 
Johnnie Walker Black          50 
Jameson’s Whiskey           60 
 
Amarula Cream           40 
Frangelico            40 
KWV 5-year-old           50 
Kahlua            50 
Grappa            50 
           
MINERALS & WATERS  
 
Still & Sparkling water   500ml        30 
Still & Sparkling water  1 litre        55 
  
Soft Drinks      200ML       30 
Fever tree tonic    200ML       55 
Soft Drinks     300ML       35 
Appletiser  │ Red Grapetiser   330ML       40 
Ice tea     330ML       40  
 
Don Pedro (single shot Amarula, Frangelico, Kalua or Johnny Walker Red)   90 
Don Pedro (double shot of 1 or a blend of any of the above)     120 
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BEERS & CIDER  
 
Castle light            35 
Windhoek             35 
Heineken            40 
Savannah            40 
 

 
 
  
WINE BY THE GLASS  
 
Clouds MCC            150 
Clouds Pink            90 
Clouds Sauvignon Blanc          90 
Clouds Blanc de noir           125  
Clouds Chenin Blanc           125 
Clouds unwooded Chardonnay        125 
Clouds RESERVE Chardonnay        150 
Clouds Pinot Noir          150 
Clouds Shiraz           150 
Clouds Bordeaux blend (Red blend, Field blend)        150 
 
 
 
PORT & SWEET WINES (60ml glass)  
 
Boplaas Cape Vintage Reserve         40 
L’Ormarins LBV Port           40 
Niepoort & Sadie              150 / 695 (bottle) 

 


